
Single-cell atlases are the result of an effort to catalog all different kinds of cells in the human or animal body using the latest 

techniques in Next-Gen sequencing, microfluidic techniques, nanotechnology, and high-resolution microscopy. There are numerous 

single cell atlases for the different organs or tissues. It is impossible to make scattered searches and validate every atlas. Try out 

this curated list, to get to know which will suit your work best. 


HUMAN CELL LANDSCAPE

HUMAN LIVER ATLAS

MOUSE BRAIN ATLAS

MOUSE ENDOTHELIAL ATLAS

MOUSE SKIN CELL ATLAS

HUMAN THYMIC DEVELOPMENT ATLAS

HUMAN LUNG ATLAS

MAPPING THE MOUSE CELL ATLAS BY

MICROWELL-SEQ

MOUSE BRAIN IMMUNE ATLAS

MOUSE NEURAL CREST CELL ATLAS 

TABULA MURIS

HUMAN CELL ATLAS OF FETAL GENE
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702,968 67 single cells from a total of  tissues


IDENTIFIED: The cell-type composition of all major human

                  organs and construct a scheme for the human

                  cell landscape


PROTOCOL: Microwell seq protocol


USEFUL LINKS: , , , GSE134355 DOE WEBPORTAL CODE

10,000 9  cells from normal liver tissue from human 
donors


IDENTIFIED: Subtypes of endothelial cells, Kupffer cells, and  

                  hepatocytes, with transcriptome-wide zonation   

                  of some of these populations


PROTOCOL: scRNA-seq using mCEL-Seq2


USEFUL LINKS: , , GSE124395 DOI WEB PORTAL


500,000
7

 single cells


IDENTIFIED:  distinct astrocyte types with regionally  

                   restricted distribution


PROTOCOL: scRNA-sequencing using 10x Genomics platform


USEFUL LINKS: , , DOI WEB PORTAL CODE


>32,000 11
78

endothelial cells (ECs) from  mouse tissues


IDENTIFIED:  EC subclusters


PROTOCOL: scRNA-sequencing using 10x Genomics platform


USEFUL LINKS: , ,  E-MTAB-8077 DOI WEB PORTAL

5,767 

56
 

cells


IDENTIFIED: Gene expression profiles & spatial locations


                  that define  cell types


PROTOCOL: 10X Genomics Chromium Single Cell kit,

                  single-molecule RNA FISH 


USEFUL LINKS: , , , GSE129218 DOI WEB PORTAL CODE


138,397 117,504 

>50

 cells from developing thymus  
cells from postnatal thymus


IDENTIFIED:  different cell states in the human thymus;

                  Novel subpopulations of human thymic

                  fibroblasts & epithelial cells 


PROTOCOL: single-cell RNA sequencing


USEFUL LINKS: , , ,  E-MTAB-8581 DOI WEB PORTAL CODE

~75,000

58

 human lung and blood cells


IDENTIFIED: Gene expression profiles & anatomical locations


                   of  cell populations in the human lung


PROTOCOL: Droplet- and plate-based single cell RNA

                  sequencing


USEFUL LINKS: , , , Syn21041850 DOI WEB PORTAL CODE

400,000 51 single-cells from  mouse tissues

and organs


IDENTIFIED: Single-cell hierarchy for multiple tissues


PROTOCOL: Microwell-seq protocol


USEFUL LINKS: , , 
GSE108097 DOI CODE

>61,000 CD45+ immune cells that were

           obtainedfrom whole brains or isolated border

           regions


IDENTIFIED: Distinct subsets of border-associated

                  macrophages with tissue-specific

                  transcriptional signatures


PROTOCOL: scRNA-sequencing using 10x Genomics 

                  platform, with high-dimensional cytometry


USEFUL LINKS: , , , GSE128855 DOI WEB PORTAL CODE


>6,000 neural crest cells


IDENTIFIED: Neural crest cell differentiation involve

                  coexpression and competition of genes driving

                  alternative fate programs


PROTOCOL: Fluorescence activation, Smart-seq2 protocol


USEFUL LINKS: , , , GSE129114 DOI WEB PORTAL CODE


>100,000 20cells from  organs and tissues


IDENTIFIED: New putative cell types, Novel gene    

                  expression in known cell types


PROTOCOL: microfluidic droplet-based 3’-end counting,  

                  FACS-based full length transcript analysis


USEFUL LINKS: ,  ,  Figshare GSE109774 DOI WEB PORTAL

4 million 15 121

657 

 cells from  organs;  human fetal 
samples


IDENTIFIED:  cell subtypes, Circulating

                    trophoblast-like and hepatoblast-like cells

                    in unexpected tissues


PROTOCOL: Three-level single cell combinatorial indexing 

                  (sci-RNA-seq3)


USEFUL LINKS: , , , GSE156793 DOI WEB PORTAL CODE

Elucidata’s Polly platform features highly curated ML-ready single cell data from 11 different organisms with data on over 600 cell types 

and 462 tissues. Get your hands on these curated datasets by speaking with us!

Talk to us
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12 Single Cell Atlases
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